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Host Lisa Sasevich – “The Queen of Sales Conversion”  
Introduces Michelle Schubnel 

Lisa:  Hello, everybody.  This is Lisa Sasevich, known by many as the queen of 
sales conversation, founder of the Invisible Close Sales Systems and I’m excited to 
welcome you back to our How To Sell To Women live virtual training event.  
Congratulations on doing whatever it took for you to be on this call today.  It really 
symbolizes your commitment and the investment that you’re making both to yourself 
and to those that you serve.  And of course in this series, we’re primarily talking about 
the way that you serve, inspire women.  So you’re in the right place if you want to learn 
how to attract, inspire and influence women buyers in to your business so that you can 
serve them at the highest level.  As you may know, all of our master teachers have 
been selected because they have each made six and seven figures really collectively 
millions by knowing how to honor and serve women at the highest level.  And each one 
has generally agreed to join me during this training and dig in many way beyond where 
they’ve even thought about before on how they have done such an amazing job with the 
sophisticated consumer women.  Before we conclude, each of our master trainers will 
also be sharing a special gift complimentary from them that you can use to take their 
teachings and their work even further in your own life and business.  So stay tuned for 
that. 
 
Today it’s my honor to introduce to you Michelle Schubnel.  Since the year 2001, 
Michelle and her team at Coach and Grow Rich have trained thousands of coaches 
worldwide to attract great clients and build sustainable profitable and rewarding 
coaching businesses.  Her Coach and Grow Rich and Group Coaching success training 
programs guide smart, serious and mission driven coaches to take proven steps toward 
creating their own six figure businesses.  With these programs and Michelle’s coaching 
as their guide, they achieve big results faster and more easily than they ever could on 
their own.  SO whether they’re just starting out or stepping up to an even bigger vision, 
coaches who are serious about creating real results and bold impact for their 
businesses get the step-by-step support they need to make it.  So with Michelle’s 
proven program and support, what we see is that happening all over all the time for lots 
of people.  Now today, Michelle’s thriving multiple six-figure business allows her to 
make a big impact with her clients and customers and most importantly, I believe 
enabled her to live the life that she desires.  She regularly enjoys long weekend skiing.  
In fact, I know she just came back from a family vacation skiing on the east coast.  She 
loves seeing live music, rooting for the New York Yankees and spending time with her 
family and friends enjoying an active northern California lifestyle which is where she 
actually lives with her husband.   
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Now like me, Michelle believes that if you’re going to create your own business, you 
should design it so that you can live your life on your terms.  She wants her clients to 
have the same opportunity to pave entrepreneurial path that plays equal emphasis on 
their quality of life and their success, so that they’re not just counting the numbers on 
their balance sheet but they’re really holding that quality of life in just as high regard.  
And best of all, countless coaches have already done so under Michelle’s guidance and 
so I’m very excited to dig a little deeper with her today on specifically what she’s paying 
attention to when it comes to her women clients.  So first of all, I want to say welcome, 
Michelle.        
        
Michelle: Thank you, Lisa.  I’m very happy to be here.   
 
Lisa:  Yes, it’s great to have you.  It’s fun to know that you went skiing on the 
east coast when you live in northern California.    
        
Michelle: My family lives out there, so it’s really fun to ski with them.   
 
Lisa:  Right.  Yes.  Sometimes the altitude is not what’s most important, right.  
        
Michelle: Exactly.   
 
Lisa:  So when we look at your business, your Coach and Grow Rich business 
and brand, what would you say is the percentage of men and women that tend to be 
attracted to working with the systems that you offer?   
        
Michelle: Yeah, it’s a great question.  I would say it pretty much mirrors what I see in 
the coaching profession which is about 80 to 85 percent women clients and customers 
that goes to our training and programs.  I think that’s ballpark what I see in the coaching 
profession as well.    
 
Lisa:  Yeah, I had noticed that too.  Do you think there’s a reason for that? 
        
Michelle: That’s a great question.  I think the coaching profession is I think more 
women are natural coaches.  You probably heard the expression that there are some 
people that were just born to be a coach and I think the traits and the qualities that 
make people amazing coaches are qualities you tend to see more in women than in 
men.    
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Lisa:  I could speak for myself and I know a lot of my girlfriends and clients can 
relate to this.  I just got born with that Mrs. Better Way gene and it’s always better when 
you can be paid to be Mrs. Better Way versus the unsolicited Mrs. Better Way.  So 
maybe it is something that we just see more in women.  And how would you describe 
the unique transformation that you offer women with your work.    
        
Michelle: Yeah.  As you mention, my business is called Coach and Grow Rich and 
we specialize in training coaches how to attract and enroll awesome coaching clients so 
that they can create a thriving, rewarding and sustainable coaching business.  And in 
particular, what we focus on is not only helping our clients and customers learn how to 
attract and enroll clients one on one, but also do group work and add multiple revenue 
streams to their business in order to have it give them the income and the variety and 
really build the kind of sustainable business that we find most coaches and women 
coaches in particular really looking for.  When it comes to the transformation, I’d say the 
number one biggest transformation that I see is there’s a huge boost in confidence.  
And so we have so many—just yesterday, I got this email from someone and she wrote 
in to me, “Michelle, I wanted to show you the flyer for the launch of my group coaching 
program.  I couldn’t have done this before I met you and took your programs.  I’ve 
learned so much from you about the how-to’s and more importantly, you’ve inspired me 
to dream really big.  I must say I’m really proud of myself.  I have five women signed up 
One More Is A Possibility so only two other slots left and the program doesn’t even start 
until the end of the month.  I’m going to kick butt with this program, learn, evolve and 
keep on going.  Thank you for all the inspiration and helping me see all that’s possible 
for me and my coaching business.”  And so I think that confidence, the ability to—we 
work with so many new coaches, so within the Coach and Grow Rich system, it’s really 
a step by step system that is ideal for a brand new coach that wants to learn how to 
attract their first couple of clients and then turning that into a sustainable coaching 
business.  And when a woman client or even a man but especially someone who’s new 
like that gets a proven system that they can easily implement, that confidence boost is 
such a huge transformation.  And then kind of following on to that the other big 
transformations that we see are just a much higher increased focus and effectiveness in 
all their business growth activities and ultimately the transformation that I think they 
really enjoy as well is more money in the bank account which ultimately helps them feel 
more happy, secure, peaceful and really confident that they can have the business that 
they desire.       
 
Lisa:  Awesome.  And you’ve been doing this for a long time I mean since 2001 
and I know people come and go out of the coaching industry a lot.  But obviously, 
you’ve been around since it really started to make its way on to the map.  How did you 
find your way in to this yourself?   
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Michelle: That’s such a great question.  So as you mentioned, I’ve been coaching 
for a long time.  I started my training in 1998.  I did training while I had a full time job for 
two years and I bet a lot of people can relate to that.  And then ultimately, I made that 
scary leap from a successful and a good six-figure software sales job to start my own 
coaching business.  And I actually thought it was going to be a piece of cake to get 
coaching clients and quickly fill my practice because I had been selling multi-million 
dollar complex software sales system.  So I thought, wow, selling coaching for a couple 
hundred dollars a month, this is going to be so easy.  Well, I was shocked that I had so 
many challenges enrolling clients.  And fortunately, I was almost at the point where I 
was going to throw in the towel and dust off my resume and start looking for another job 
when I received an email about a business-building program specifically for coaches.  
So I enrolled in that training program and even though my background was sales and 
marketing, that program showed me that there were a couple of things that I just didn’t 
know what I didn’t know and a couple of things I was doing completely wrong that once I 
made those changes in my business, I was able to fill my practice within six months.  
Shortly after that, I was attending the International Coach Federation Annual 
Conference and I met the founder of the business-building program in person at the 
conference.  Well long story short, we ended up going out to dinner and I was like, 
“Dude, you’ve got a great program.  It really helped me grow my business.  I know other 
people in our group got great results but you’ve got no website.  You have no written 
materials.  It’s just you leading it as a teleclass and this should really be brought to a lot 
more coaches.”  So we said, “Well, let’s work together” and we did and after a little 
negotiation, he wanted me to first be an independent contractor to him.  That works for 
me for about a month and then I’m like, “You know what, we’re either going to become 
equal business partners or we’re not going to do this together.”  So we became equal 
business partners and the business-building program I took is called Coach and Grow 
Rich.  I like the company so much I ended up buying it and it’s kind of that story where 
we were…  
 
Lisa:  That’s we awesome, I mean how inspiring and I think... oh go ahead, sorry 
about that. 
        
Michelle: No I was just going to say Michael and I worked together for three years, 
had a great business partner and then ultimately we realized we wanted to kind of go in 
different directions and I bought out his half of the business and it was a very amicable 
business break up and we’re still great friends.  I just recently saw him.  I would say the 
calling and so it kind of happened.  It wasn’t a really conscientious decision that, “Oh I 
now I want to serve coaches and so many coaches are women,” it really was like, “Well, 
let’s do this thing” and we started doing it and I’ve just never stopped and I love the 
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clients that I work with and I’m really proud of what we’ve put together over the years, 
so that’s kind of how it all came about.     
 
Lisa:  I love it.  It’s really inspiring and I think it opens up possibilities for people 
that are doing something that they love or have found something that they’re 
participating in to see that you jumped in and now here you are and it’s yours.  So you 
never know if you just go ahead and say yes and keep moving forward what you can 
create.  It doesn’t always look the traditional past.  So good for you.  Well, let’s talk 
about obviously we’re talking about women just by virtue that we’re talking about your 
own successful past and you shared with us as I’ve experienced as well that a large 
percentage of people who choose to go in to coaching are women, so let’s explore with 
you some of the ways that you attract your clients and obviously majority of those are 
women and I know you’ve tried a lot of things over all of these years.  So for people 
listening that would like to attract more women clients, what would be some of the top 
strategies that you found are really the best practices that you use…    
        
Michelle: Yeah, I mean number one hands down it’s giving value through education-
based marketing.  In today’s world assuming we’re talking about selling like a service, 
some type of a service that you’re selling to women as opposed to something like  
grocery store whatever, really when we can create value whether it’s a teleseminar, 
webinar, video training, in person but really provide great value around what the topic is 
that we focus on allow the women in our audience, in our communities to get to know 
us, like us, trust us, receive some real value and then extending a real authentic 
invitation for people to continue to move forward, that ultimately is a formula that is the 
basis really of all the marketing that I do and that I focus on with my client.  Now on the 
kind of adding to that, the other piece that I have found has just been my number one 
most effective marketing strategy is through joint venture partnerships.  And so just to 
define that for our listeners, the way I define a joint venture partnership is creating a real 
win, win, win relationship with someone else, either a person or an organization who 
serves the same market that I do typically in a non competing way although often times 
your number one biggest competitor can be your number one best joint venture partner. 
 
And the reason why the joint venture partnerships work so well with giving value 
through education based marketing is when you can create that joint venture 
relationship and when I think about selling to women, a big part of it is the relationship, a 
relationship that they have with you and when it comes to joint venture partnerships, the 
relationship they have with the joint venture partner.  So when a joint venture partner 
introduces like all this—I’ll just use me as an—if a joint venture partner introduces me to 
their community, what we’ll do is we’ll do a webinar together.  We’ll provide huge value 
to that joint venture partner’s community and then the reason why it’s so effective for 
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attracting new women clients is you also get the recommendation and the endorsement 
factor.  And I only joint venture with people who I know, like and trust and often times 
that joint venture relationship has taken a year, two, sometimes three years to build so 
when we do that webinar together, it’s really authentic for the joint venture partner to 
recommend or endorse my product or program because we really do have a 
relationship together.  And so that piece of being authentic, real and also I’d say the 
other piece for attracting women clients is having them feel like you’ve really got their 
back.   
 
And so you mentioned, Lisa, that I’ve been in this industry since 2001 and so having 
that consistency kind of a long term view allowing the relationship to build, I mean some 
people do get attracted and say yes right away because the timing is perfect for them 
but I actually find more often than not it’s allowing your clients and your prospective 
clients to get to know you over time and that you’re still going to be there, that you’re not 
a fly by night business because we see that a lot too, right, that people come in to a 
service based profession or field, they try it out and not everyone stays around, so when 
you’re seen as someone who is going to be around that really will have their back, it 
really helps you attract more women clients.   
  
Lisa:  And so tell me what you mean like more specifically about having your 
women clients feel that you’ve got their backs, like what does that look like in action on 
the course? 
        
Michelle: I would say the way that it’s executed is by being in business for a longer 
period of time.  So I don’t know if there’s—when I talk about kind of the consistency and 
the long term view, it’s something that’ doesn’t typically, you can create it in a month.  
So it’s having your clients feel like you’re a real business and you’re going to be there.  
So one of the ways that we can do that is through consistent communication, whether 
it’s via email, if you’re focusing more on kind of building your networks via social media, 
it’s consistent posting and connection.  But having your women clients really feel 
confident and secure that if they invest with you, they’re going to get what’s promised 
and that you’re going to be there for them.  And one of the main ways of doing that is 
through the communication but it’s something that also really happens over time and it’s 
one of the reasons why that longer that you’re in business and you keep growing 
ultimately the more successful you are because all of these things build upon 
themselves through that whole fly wheel effect.     
 
Lisa:  You know I agree and I dug in to that a little more because it’s not 
something I’m hearing everybody say and I want to kind of like dig in to the places 
where each person has unique perspective.  So I love what you’re saying about the JV 
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partners.  I love the point you brought up that sometimes it is your biggest competitor 
that they’re out there attracting people.  You’re out there attracting people and then 
when you can trust each other’s work and trust people, right, to choose the right mentor, 
the right program for them, if you lay it all out before them, I love that.  And then the 
thing about your clients feeling like you really got their back, I love it.  Not everybody, 
obviously, there’s people listening they’re just getting started so they’re not going to be 
able to show that longevity for a while but what you said about consistency of posting, 
sort of all your different communications that you make, and I think another one that you 
probably see a lot, I know I do is even if you’ve been around for a while, if you’re kind of 
like changing your platform every six months, I don’t think that that gives especially the 
woman client who’s kind of got her radar out, you know, that feeling that you’re talking 
about.  So I think deciding who you are in the market and of course it’s great to grow 
and update and expand but I see people that are jumping around so much.  One day 
they’re teaching speaking and the next day they’re teaching coaching and then the next 
day they’re in to video marketing and then feng shui.    
        
Michelle: Yeah.  I know exactly.  It’s that feeling of being able to create that feeling 
of trust with your potential clients and so that consistency like they know what they’re 
going to get from you when they come to you that really makes a big difference.   
 
Lisa:  Yup.  Yeah.  I agree.  That’s great.  And that kind of leads right in to the 
next piece of it which is, right, we’re attracting clients that you love using the joint 
venture, the fact that you’ve had the long standing platform, the consistency in your 
communication, building trust, the education based marketing, so all these things kind of 
draw the right clients to you as you call them prospects or prospective clients, so let’s 
talk know about that moment where we are inspiring them to say yes to themselves, to 
your offer simultaneously move forward, what have you found that’s effective and 
inspiring women clients to go for it. 
        
Michelle: Yeah.  And I want to answer this first like really focusing on inspiring 
women clients to say yes without necessarily having a one on one conversation 
because I focus in my—my business right now I mainly serve clients in group formats 
and I also have a lot of online training that we offer [ourselves] for home learning 
programs.  And so there’s a different level of—it’s a different process if you’re inspiring a 
women to say yes without having the one on one conversation.  So I want to focus on 
that piece because that’s just something that we focus on kind of in our business and it 
might be a little bit different than the feedback you’re getting from some of the other 
experts that you have as part of this series.  
 
Lisa:  Yup. 
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Michelle: And so when I think about what does it take to inspire a woman client to 
say yes, it’s a page out of your book, Lisa, it all starts with an irresistible offer.  So I’m 
always looking at our offerings and when we’re working with our clients and customers 
to make sure that what they’re offering their clients and customers is something that 
they’re ideal clients really want.  So when you can put together an offer or a package for 
your coaching or other services that your ideal clients want it.  People buy what they 
want, not what they need.  And as service providers, we want to sell them what they 
want and if there’s thing they need, we can certainly sneak it and slip it in there but 
when you’re creating that irresistible offer, you want your ideal participants and 
customers and clients to think, “Ah, I want this training, coaching or other service.”  And 
they also need to feel like it’s a great deal.  Now a higher priced offering can still feel like 
a great deal and that’s a mistake or misconception that I think people have, a great deal 
means it’s cheap and that’s not true. 
 
Lisa:  Right. 
        
Michelle: Because you can put together a high end like with our VIP days, they’re 
not inexpensive but people feel like they’re getting a great deal both because of the 
speed in implementation.  It’s like “Wow, you mean in one day we can accomplish this, 
this and this.  Like that is amazing.”  And they know like the value that they’re not going 
to get from it.  So that’s the first piece when it comes to inspiring women to say yes is 
creating that offer that they really want and you want them to think, “Gosh, this is a great 
deal.”  Secondly is making sure that you’re giving them what they want and I’m a huge, 
huge proponent of target market research and I recommend all business owners that 
serve women regularly get in to conversation.  Once a year, block out a little time and 
really connect with  your ideal clients with your target market, both from a marketing 
standpoint, but in your offerings, are you really giving them what they want?  And what I 
find with most of our women clients a huge piece is they want the support, the 
community and the connection.  And it’s one of the reasons why I’ve really shifted my 
business to focusing on working with groups because women love groups.  I mean I 
hands down in our group programs, we attract—our group programs probably have 90 
or 95 percent women where as kind of like the overall business with information 
products, home learning, one on one coaching, more men in that but women love being 
in groups.  So making sure that your offering is really giving them what they want and 
connecting with them to make sure that there’s a match there.   
 
Another real piece for inspiring women to say yes I believe is making it easy for them to 
see themselves being successful.  And some ways that you can do this outside of again 
having that one on one conversation is I love the frequently asked question email when 
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you’re enrolling people in to a group program where you sit down and you identify all the 
possible concerns, objections, worries, fears that a typical participant might have and 
create a question and answer document.  This could be done in a video but you know 
the common concerns, fears and objections that your ideal clients have and most 
people have that.  So when you create a way to answer those, again through an email 
or video, you’re answering those questions.  Will this work for me?  What happens if I 
miss a session?  And then it makes it a lot easier to say yes because women also like to 
make informed decisions.  So I think giving women the information they need to feel 
good about making a decision is important so being able to address those fears and 
concerns.  The other piece is really believing in them and seeing what is possible and 
that can be done through your words, whether it’s written, through verbal if it’s a video 
and also it can be done through the use of success stories and testimonials because 
when they can see and have the sense that other people like them have had success, it 
enables them to see themselves be successful too.  And then the last… 
 
Lisa:  It almost—I just have to chime in on that one.  It almost works to your 
double advantage and to theirs because whoever you’re using as that success story 
and testimonial there getting the reinforced belief you have in them and then of course 
that’s also serving the folks who are watching on and considering it.  So you’re really 
hitting that point on both sides with that one. 
        
Michelle: Yup.  And then the last two pieces again about inspiring women clients to 
say yes is giving them an opportunity to connect one on one to ask questions.  So in my 
kind of email sequence that I use when we’re coming up to the start of a group program, 
I use the Call Me email and I literally block out an afternoon where I don’t schedule any 
appointments and this time I’m going to be in my office and I send out the email that day 
to the people that I know are thinking about the program and I let them know, “Hey, I’m 
in the office this afternoon.  Here’s my number.  You’ve got questions, I’ve got answers.  
Call me.  Let’s talk.”  And 97% of the people that call and that you talk to will definitely 
sign up for your program or your group.   
  
Lisa:  Wow.  Great strategy. 
        
Michelle:  The other thing I like about that is this is Michelle’s theory, not truly 
proven.  But I feel this way so I’m assuming other women feel this way.  Even if they 
don’t call, once they’ve gotten that frequently asked questions email and they’ve read it 
and they’ve been able to answer their—have their concerns answered that way, then 
the next day or two days later, they get the Call Me email.  Even if they don’t call me, 
they think, “Wow, like Michelle is available to me, that’s great.”  And that piece of feeling 
like they’re going to get the support that they need gets transferred just by you putting 
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out there that you’re available for them to call you.  The last piece I want to add is 100% 
money back satisfaction guarantee and taking away the risk making it easy for someone 
to say yes.  And women in general, I think we sometimes doubt ourselves when we’re 
making decisions and so knowing that there is a way to change our minds if it’s not a 
great fit, it makes it a lot easier for people to move forward and say yes.  
 
Lisa:  Wow, I love this.  I really appreciate.  I can tell you like give it some more 
thought, organize the thought and I’m like making the—we have these action sheets for 
folks that do the VIP upgrade.  Not only do they get your whole interview and they get it 
transcribed, but they get my notes and I think you’re like me, we’re really good at 
organizing the information so that people can use it right away.  So I’m taking down all 
these points and I’m curious in the Call Me email because I know we’ll get this question.  
So you make your offer however you do it, webinar, teleseminar, do you include that in 
your chain, your string of emails that go out afterward when you’re marketing like post 
having major offer?  
        
Michelle: Yeah, exactly.  So a typical sales cycle for using a webinar, education 
based marketing too.  Let’s say fill a group coaching program, you might do that 
webinar two or three weeks before the start of the group and I’ll say it’s part of my group 
coaching success program.  We have these emails all written out so your people can 
just take them and customize them but it’s one of those emails in the sequence and I 
usually put that after the frequently asked questions email but before the last chance the 
program starting.    
  
Lisa:  Yup.  Yup.  We do the same thing but we haven’t used the Call Me idea 
and I love it.  Another idea that you can tack on to that is also just having like an open 
Q&A call where people can call in.  It may not be as intimidating to call one on one but 
they can sort of even call in and they can hear other people getting their question 
answered.  But I think I like both of those and I like where you put it which is really in 
even the people that don’t call just knowing that you will be available like that, I will tell 
you it makes a huge difference.  I wholeheartedly agree with you.  I love it.  Thank you, 
Michelle.  Really good stuff.  Now being a woman, this has probably happened, you 
know, you’ve had things happen to you and also owning your own business as a 
woman and serving women, I’m sure you could answer this question, next question 
from a lot of different angles, what have you seen tried or experienced that doesn’t work 
with women? 
        
Michelle: Yeah.  So the things that I think do not work with women are high pressure 
sales tactics.  So I’m not a big believer of you have this very short window to make a 
decision especially if it’s not at a live event, if it’s more of enrolling people online or via 
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the phone or virtual, so I don’t believe in high pressure sales tactics.  Anything that feels 
inauthentic or out of integrity does not work with women.  So I see a lot of false scarcity 
like, “Oh there’s only these many slots left or this many products left,” when clearly 
there’ll be no reason for the thing to be limited.  So I believe that women we have such 
a strong radar for authenticity, integrity and honesty and so anything that feels 
inauthentic or out of integrity does not work with women.     
  
Lisa:  Yeah. 
        
Michelle: The other thing that I think doesn’t work well with women is making them 
feel stupid.  I see this sometimes on certain and typically these are campaigns or 
promotions that are done by men and they really don’t respect the client or the 
customer.  They kind of treat them in a way that makes the reader feel like they’re dumb 
and that completely doesn’t work and I think women like to be respected and treated in 
a way that they feel like you really get them, so that would be other thing that I don’t 
think works for women. 
 
Lisa:  Yeah, I agree.  It doesn’t work for me either.  You know there was one 
other question I wanted to ask you because I know you have a strong commitment not 
just to connecting with the right women and serving them deeply but once they are in 
your programs making sure that they actually consume the program and are successful 
with it.  So I’m curious if there’s any specifics, I know we don’t have a ton of time left 
but, that you’ve seen that can really help your women clients to be successful and use 
the programs that they invest in.  
        
Michelle: I love that question because there’s nothing breaks my heart more than to 
like hear someone has invested in a product or program, whether it’s mine or somebody 
else’s and it just sits on the shelf, and they never actually implement or use or consume 
the training or the materials that they’ve invested in.  So some of the secrets that I 
believe really help women consume and be successful with products and program make 
it easy.  Like what can we do for creating products and programs to make it easy as 
possible for our customers to implement what we’re teaching and ways to make it easy 
creating things in a very step by step linear fashion so it makes sense, providing tools, 
templates, checklist, so things that are filling the bank so that your clients and 
customers are not reinventing the wheel, you’re giving them as much as possible, they 
can add their own customizations for whatever you’re doing but they’re not having to do 
everything from scratch.  The other thing I think is really giving them the support that 
they need so whether it’s a group program and maybe you have like a Facebook group 
or a forum and even from the standpoint of you’re just offering a whole morning or a self 
study program, we have email sequence that every customer gets that checks in 15 
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days, 30 days, 45 days and one thing I’ve learned about this is I don’t check in and say 
“Did you get to week 2 yet?  Did you get to week 4?  How are you with this specific thing 
in the training?” because I found when I did it that way, people were feeling bad about 
themselves that they learned that far along in the training that they thought they might 
be at that point.  Instead, the check in emails are more generic as, “Hey, I wanted to see 
if you’ve had a chance, if you have any questions, wanted to point out the thing that you 
might know” so let them know that you care about them.  It reminds them to use and 
take advantage of the training they’ve invested in but it’s done in a way that they don’t 
feel bad if they’re not exactly on track with implementing everything in that kind of time 
frame you expect them to do it in.      
 
Lisa:  That’s really important.  It’s hard with the automated sequence, right, 
because you’re not right there.  What if they took a week off or they went on vacation 
and now they’re behind, so that’s a really I want to kind of ring the bell on that because 
it’s an easy one to miss the brilliance of what you’re saying but how sad if you’ve gone 
through all these work to create a sequence and it’s disempowering your clients.  So I 
think just like ding, ding, this is a brilliant piece of advice for those of you that are using 
automation to give your clients that feeling and that knowing that you are there.  I think 
what Michelle just shared is gold.  It comes from obviously from many years of 
experience.  I love it so she shared better remind them that you’re there.  Just getting 
that email might have them go like, “Oh, wow, I forgot to pull up that module I wanted to 
get back to.”  It kind of puts it at the top of their mind, top of their inbox again.      
        
Michelle: Yup. 
 
Lisa:  I think that’s brilliant.  Awesome.  Thank you.  Obviously, you’ve got a 
really clear, easy to understand step-by-step style.  I’m sure you know, of course 
everything that you’re teaching here that’s also immediately useful is exactly 
representative of the way that you work in your programs.  How can people get a little 
bit more?  I have a link I’ll tell everybody to go to and then if you can tell them what 
they’ll find there, that would be great.   
        
Michelle: Sounds good. 
 
Lisa:  So Michelle has generously offered to provide you with something she’ll 
tell you more about caller her group coaching quickstart kit and she’s obviously giving 
us a lot of immediately useful secrets around group coaching, group conversion here.  If 
you go to Selltowomen/michelle, and that’s Michelle with two L’s, M-I-C-H-E-L-L-E, so 
it’s Selltowomen.com/michelle, you can go ahead and opt in for this group coaching 
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quickstart kit as a complimentary gift for being here today.  Can you tell them just a little 
bit more about what they’ll get there, Michelle? 
        
Michelle: Yeah, I love to.  Thank you.  So I’m a huge proponent of group work and I 
think especially what this topic of selling to women and serving women if you don’t 
currently have a group offering as part of the way that you serve clients, highly highly 
encourage you to explore that and think about adding that to your business.  So what 
the group coaching quickstart kit is is it’s a three-part video training series.  So there are 
three short videos, one is about how to design an irresistible group, one is about how to 
market and fill your group and one is about how to confidently coach your group.  And 
then within the quickstart kit in those videos, each video is actually transcribed.  I know I 
often get comments from sometimes people from where English isn’t there first 
language, they love the fact that they’ve got transcripts of the videos and then we also 
have a number of downloadable resources that corresponds with each part of the video 
training.  So one of the resources that’s in there is my target market research guide and 
I kind of mentioned in on the call.  I’m a huge huge fan of target market research.  Not 
enough people do it and one of the reasons is they don’t know how so that’s just an 
example of one of the downloadable resources that you get that you’ll be able to start 
using immediately to get more results in your business.  So I encourage everyone to go 
and take advantage of the group coaching quickstart kit.     
 
Lisa:  Wow, it sounds awesome and I have to say I mean again ring the bell 
here.  What she’s talking about with your target market research for your group 
programs, people think it’s mysterious to create an irresistible offer and what if they 
actually just told you what they want, then you offer that?  Wouldn’t that be amazing?  
So I highly encourage you to head on over again to Selltowomen.com/michelle and grab 
your group coaching quickstart kit which includes the video series and everything that 
you’ll see there.  Michelle, I want to thank you.  It’s amazing how much immediately 
useful information you are willing to pack in and just generously give.  So when you talk 
about creating immediate value and giving immediate value and education based 
marketing, obviously you’ve done a beautiful job of giving us a real example of that 
today and for everybody listening, I highly encourage you to treat yourself to our VIP 
upgrade package.  You’re going to get the mp3 and transcript of Michelle’s interview 
today as well as all of the other interviews and I think you’ve already heard we started 
this series inviting 12 master teachers and gosh, I have to check but we’ve had a lot of 
bonus teachers join,  a lot the biggest names in the industry and who you think of when 
you think of who’s really hitting it out of the park with women clients, kind of came 
knocking at the door and we thought well, heck, let’s do it.  I love to learn from them as 
well.  So you’ll be getting all of our master teachers’ interviews.  We know it’s hard to 
listen to everything in just three days so you’ll just be able to put them on your phone 
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and listen to them while you do your cardio like I do, you’ll get the transcript so that 
when they say some brilliant ideas like I love your Call Me idea, you can go back and 
just study that part easily and quickly.  And then if you heard me clicking away in the 
background, that’s because I take notes on what I call action sheets for each of our 
trainers and I give those to my team for things that we’re going to immediately 
implement that I want to make sure to review on our team call, and you can use them 
exactly the same way in your business so that you really taking a few tips from each of 
our teachers and using them right away.  Now this whole package it will be $197 after 
this training event is over but right now during the training event, you can save a $100 
and get it for just a ridiculously low $97 and you just do that at 
Selltowomen.com/upgrade.  You go to Selltowomen.com/upgrade and also if you’ve 
missed some of the calls, we’ll be including the links to the free training gifts from each 
of our teachers there too.  So as you can see it’s kind of a no brainer.  I want to 
congratulate all of you for investing in yourself in this education today and I want to 
again thank Michelle for openly sharing your unique gift and the lessons that you’ve 
learned with everybody that took the time to be here today.  So thank you.  Thank you, 
Michelle.    
         
Michelle: Thank you, Lisa.  It’s been really fun doing this with you. 
 
Lisa:  You too.  I learned a lot.  I’m excited.  Like I said I got a few things on 
these action sheets, you guys will see them when you get the VIP upgrade that we’re 
going to put in to process right away.  So I look forward to seeing everybody for our next 
master teacher.  Make sure to just stay tightly connected to emails that you’re getting 
from us so you can see all of the exciting things that are happening in the schedule and 
stay very close to this training as it’s unfolding.  Alright.  Have a wonderful day 
everybody and again thank you, Michelle Schubnel.  B-bye. 
 

 

   

 


